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HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE 

 

District: Bongaigaon 

 

IN THE ORIGINAL COURT OF THE MUNSIFF BONGAIGAON 

 

Present: - Syeda Farida Afzal Zinnat, AJS 

 

Dated: - 21st day of February 2014  

 

TITLE SUIT: - 59 / 2011 

 

Sri Jayram Sah..............Plaintiff  

 

Versus 

 

Sri Babul Malo....................Defendant 

 

 

This suit/ case coming on for final hearing on 30th day 

of January 2014, in the presence of: 

 

Sri Hareswar Das, Advocate for the plaintiff 

 

Sri Kunal Sarkar, Advocate for the defendant 

 

 

And having stood for consideration to this day, the 

court delivered the following judgment. 

 

 

JUDGEMENT 

 

This is a suit for eviction and arrear rent. 
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1.  Plaintiff has filed this suit for eviction and 

recovery of khas possession of a room measuring 20 

feet × 8 feet of an Assam Type House which is 

situated in a plot of land measuring 2 Katha 18 

lechas at Chapaguri Road, North Bongaigaon which 

was let out on rent to the father of the defendant 

Sricharan Malo (since deceased) through an 

unregistered agreement. Plaintiff pleaded that the 

defendant is in possession of the suit room since 

1
st
 September, 2001 and that the agreement was 

renewed regularly and finally on 1
st
 September, 2008 

the last agreement was made. It is also in the 

pleadings that the house rent was enhanced from 

time to time and finally the rent was fixed at Rs. 

1500/- per month which was required to be paid by 

the defendant at the completion of each month. 

Further the plaintiff stated that the defendant 

paid an amount of Rs. 25,000 as security to be 

refunded at the time of vacating the room. 

Plaintiff pleaded that he did not issue any money 

receipt to the defendant and on the other hand the 

defendant used to take signatures from the 

plaintiff in one register kept under his custody. 

It is also pleaded that it was agreed between the 

parties that in the event any party desires to 

terminate the tenancy, notice shall be given three 

months prior to termination of tenancy. Accordingly 

the plaintiff served notice to the defendant on 

1.7.2011 to vacate the suit room as he intends to 

widen the passage of his residence for his 

convenience as it has become too narrow causing 

inconvenience to his family. The defendant duly 

received the notice but did not respond. It is also 

pleaded that the defendant is an illegal occupier 

as the lease terminated on 31.7.2009. Further the 
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plaintiff also pleaded that he requires the suit 

room bonafide for starting business for his son who 

is unemployed and has completed 34 years of age. 

The plaintiff also prayed for eviction on the 

ground that the defendant has defaulted in payment 

of rent since April 2011. Thus the plaintiff prayed 

for eviction and realisation of arrear house rent 

from May 2011. 

2. The defendant contested the suit by filing written 

statement and took the pleas of lack of cause of 

action, non maintainability, and non-joinder of 

necessary parties. The defendant denied that he is 

a defaulter in payment of rent as the amount of Rs. 

25,000/- was agreed to be treated as advance house 

rent if required in changing circumstances. He 

further denied the plea of bonafide requirement by 

the plaintiff as his son is a contractor and 

supplier by profession and also stated that there 

is one more room attached to the suit room which 

the plaintiff let out on rent recently. Defendant 

pleaded that the plea of bona fide requirement and 

the plea that the suit room is required to widen 

the passage are self contradictory. 

3. Upon the pleadings of the parties my learned 

predecessor in office framed the following issues 

in this suit- 

1. Whether there is cause of action for the suit? 

2. Whether the suit is barred under section 8 of the 

Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996? 

3. Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of 

necessary parties? 

4. Whether the suit room is required bonafide by the 

plaintiff? 
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5. Whether the defendant is liable for eviction from 

the tenanted premises being defaulter? 

6. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the decree 

as prayed for? 

7. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to any other 

relief/ reliefs as prayed for? 

4. Besides exhibiting documents the plaintiff and the 

defendant have adduced oral evidences in support of 

their pleadings. 

 

5. I have heard arguments of the learned counsel for 

the plaintiff and the defendant. My findings on the 

issues are narrated below. 

 

Discussion on evidence, decision and reasons 

thereof: 

 

 DECISION ON ISSUE NO. 1: 

 

6.  The rival contentions of the parties do give rise 

to a cause of action. 

 

 

DECISION ON ISSUE NO 2: 

 

7. The plaintiff has filed this suit for eviction of 

the defendant on the ground of defaulter as well as 

on the ground of bonafide requirement under the 

provision of the Assam Urban Areas Rent Control 

Act. The defendant in the written argument 

submitted that there was an Arbitration clause in 

paragraph 9 of the tenancy agreement dated 1/9/2008 
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(Exhibit 1) and as such the suit is barred under 

section 8 of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act 

1996.  

8. According to the law envisaged u/s 8 of the 

Arbitration and Conciliation Act,1996 it appears 

that if there is an Arbitration Agreement and if a 

party so applies for referring the matter to 

Arbitration he shall apply to the Court before 

submission of Written Statement. In the instant 

case, the defendant did not apply for referring the 

matter to Arbitration before submitting written 

statement. Instead the defendant submitted a 

petition praying for framing preliminary issue on 

jurisdiction of the Court referring to the 

arbitration clause. Defendant did not submit any 

application U/S 8 of the said Act in any point of 

time rather decided to contest the suit by filing 

Written Statement before the Civil Court and 

therefore provision U/S 8 of the Arbitration and 

Conciliation Act cannot be invoked and as such the 

Civil Court has jurisdiction to try this suit.  

9. In the case of ‘The West Bengal State Electricity 

Board and Ors. –vs- M/s Shanti Conductors Pvt. Ltd, 

reported in AIR 2004 GAUHATI 70, the Hon’ble High 

court has observed and the relevant paragraph 8 and 

9 of the judgment are quoted below for ready 

reference.  

“8. A bare reading of Section 8 shows that for 

enabling a court to invoke the provisions of 

section 8, the application seeking to get the 

dispute referred to arbitration must be filed 

before the written statement is submitted. 

10. In the case at hand, the application under 

section 8 was made by the defendants after the 

written statement stood submitted. Hence this 
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application was not maintainable. The fact that the 

existence of the arbitration clause was admitted in 

the plaint or asserted in the written statement is 

immaterial in as much as the court, under section 

8, can refer for arbitration a dispute pending in a 

civil suit only when the party or parties concerned 

make application for getting the dispute referred 

to9 arbitration. If despite existence of 

arbitration clause, the parties choose to contest 

the suit, the powers under section 8 cannot be 

invoked.”  

11. Admittedly the dispute relates to the landlord 

and the tenant which is guided under the provision 

of the Urban Areas Rent Control Act, 1972 and such 

dispute can only be entertained by the competent 

Civil Court under such provisions of law and 

arbitration clause/agreement is not applicable in 

respect of a suit under the Assam Urban Areas Rent 

Control Act, which is a special Statute enacted for 

the purpose. Thus the suit is maintainable and the 

issue is decided in favour of the plaintiff.  

 

DECISION ON ISSUE NO 2: 

 

12. This issue relates to question as to whether 

the suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary 

parties. In this context the defendant has stated 

that the plaintiff has himself admitted in his 

plaint that, the land upon which the tenanted 

premises is located is jointly owned by him along 

with his deceased brother and as such without 

making other legal heirs  necessary party in this 

suit, the plaintiff is not entitled to any relief 

as prayed for.  
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13. It is relevant to mention in this regard that- 

A necessary party is one whose presence is 

indispensable to the constitution of the suit, 

against whom the relief is sought and without whom 

no effective order can be passed. A proper party on 

the other hand is that, in whose absence an 

effective order can be passed, but whose presence 

is necessary for a complete and final decision on 

the question involved in the proceeding. [ Enam 

Vikas Parishad v. Gyan Devi, AIR 1995 SC 724]. 

Where a person, who is necessary or proper party to 

a suit has not been joined as a party to the suit, 

it is a case of non-joinder. On the other hand, if 

two or more persons are joined as plaintiffs or 

defendants in one suit in contravention of Order 1, 

Rules 1 & 3, of C.P.C. and they are neither 

necessary nor proper parties, it is a case of mis-

joinder of parties.  

14. Now, as per the provisions of Order 1 Rule 3 of 

C.P.C. Which goes as:  

15. Who may be joined as plaintiffs— All persons 

may be joined in one suit as plaintiffs where— 

(a) Any right to relief in respect of, or arising 

out of, the same act or transaction or series of 

acts or transactions is alleged to exist in such 

persons, whether jointly, severally or in the 

alternative; and 

(b) If separate suits were brought against such 

persons, any common question of law or fact would 

arise. 

16. In the present case the plaintiff has stated in 

the plaint that the plot of land upon which the 

tenanted premises stands is jointly owned by him 

and the legal heirs of his deceased brother Late 

Sriram Sah. The rent agreement was executed between 
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the plaintiff and the father of the defendant. 

Further the legal heirs of Late Sriram Sah have not 

raised any objection in this suit. The legal heirs 

of the deceased brother of the plaintiff  has not 

been made party in this suit but this does not 

amount to non joinder of necessary parties as an 

effective order can be passed without their 

presence in the suit. The legal heirs of the 

deceased brother of the plaintiff are only proper 

parties to the suit, i.e. their presence is 

necessary for a complete and final decision on the 

question involved in the proceeding. 

17. Considering the above circumstances I am of the 

opinion that the suit is not bad for non-joinder. 

As such this issue is decided in negative and in 

favour of the plaintiff. 

DECISION ON ISSUE NO. 5: 

18. The plaintiff has pleaded that the house rent 

was enhanced from time to time and finally the rent 

was fixed at Rs. 1500/- per month which was 

required to be paid by the defendant at the 

completion of each month. Further the plaintiff 

stated that the defendant paid an amount of Rs. 

25,000 as security to be refunded at the time of 

vacating the room. Plaintiff pleaded that he did 

not issue any money receipt to the defendant and on 

the other hand the defendant used to take 

signatures from the plaintiff in one register kept 

under his custody. It is also pleaded that it was 

agreed between the parties that in the event any 

party desires to terminate the tenancy, notice 

shall be given three months prior to termination of 

tenancy. Plaintiff also admitted that the defendant 

paid the house rent till April 2011 which is 

evident from the Exhibit B which the defendant 
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produced. Plaintiff has admitted the receipt of Rs. 

25,000/-. Again the defendant has denied that he is 

a defaulter in payment of rent as the amount of Rs. 

25,000/- was agreed to be treated as advance house 

rent if required in changing circumstances. But the 

defendant could not prove by way of adducing 

evidence as to in whose presence the verbal 

agreement to treat the security money as advance 

house rent in changing circumstances was made. It 

is evident from Exhibit B that after April 2011 the 

defendant has not paid any house rent. The 

defendant has not pleaded in his written statement 

that the plaintiff declined to receive the house 

rent after April 2011. Again if we consider that 

the plaintiff declined to receive the house rent 

then it was the duty of the defendant to deposit 

the house rent in Court according to provisions of 

the Assam Urban Areas Rent Control Act, 1972. But 

the defendant did not do so. There is no 

explanation in the pleadings of the defendant 

regarding non payment of house rent since April 

2011. The defendant also could not show in his 

pleadings as to what the changing circumstances 

were that prompted him not to pay house rent 

regularly. It is clear that the defendant has 

defaulted in paying house rent since April 2011. 

Therefore this issue is decided in the affirmative 

and in favour of the plaintiff. 

 

DECISION ON ISSUE NO.4: 

 

19. The plaintiff has pleaded that on 01.07.2011 he 

had requested the defendant through his advocate 

Mr. Hareswar Das to vacate the tenanted premises as 
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he intends to widen the passage for smooth ingress 

and outgress of his residence which is situated at 

the back side of the tenanted premises. The reason 

for widening the passage is that it is too narrow 

and it causes inconveniences to the members of the 

plaintiff. The defendant duly received the notice 

but did not respond. It is also pleaded that the 

defendant is an illegal occupier as the lease 

terminated on 31.7.2009. Further the plaintiff also 

pleaded that he requires the suit room bonafide for 

starting business for his son who is unemployed and 

has completed 34 years of age. 

20. The defendant has stated in the written 

statement that the son of the plaintiff is engaged 

in some business and hence denied the plea of 

bonafide requirement of the tenanted premises by 

the plaintiff. 

21. In this regard the learned counsel for the 

plaintiff has submitted certain decisions of the 

Supreme Court. 

1. 2005 AIR (SC) 1274 

2. 1963 AIR (SC) 499. 

22.  The learned counsel for the defendant relied 

on the decision of Hon’ble Supreme Court reported 

in 1981 AIR (SC) 1113 and 1995 (II) GLT 182. I have 

perused the judgments. 

23.  It is relevant to mention here that in Pherose 

Bamanji Desai –vs- Chandra Kant, AIR 1974 SC 1059 

where it was held that “the word bonafide 

requirement means that there must be an element of 

need before the landlord can be said to require the 

premise for his own use and occupation. It is not 

enough that the landlord should merely desire to 
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use and occupy the premise, what is necessary is 

that he should need them for his use and 

occupation”. 

24. Also in the case of Ragavendra Kumar –vs- Firm 

Prem Machinery & CO. (2000)1  SCC 679 it was 

observed by the Apex Court that “the landlord is 

the best judge of his requirement for residential 

or business purpose and he has got complete freedom 

in that matter. 

25. I would also like to discuss the case of 

Kailash Chand –vs. Dharam Dass ( MANU/SC/0903/2004) 

wherein it was held by the Hon’ble Court that while 

interpreting provisions of tenancy Acts  the courts 

are not to ordinarily deny the relief to landlord 

who genuinely and bonafide required tenanted 

premises for occupation by himself or members of 

his family. 

26. The defendants have submitted a deed of 

agreement entered into by the plaintiff and the 

defendant wherein it was agreed upon by the parties 

that the plaintiff shall demolish the Assam type 

house which is the tenanted premises and construct 

a building wherein the defendant shall be given a 

preference to stay and shall refund the amount of 

Rs. 25,000/- subject to the deduction of four 

month’s house rent amounting to Rs. 6,000/-. 

Although the defendant has adduced evidence 

regarding execution of the deed of agreement dated 

13.8.2011 but there is no pleading regarding the 

execution of any such agreement. Hence this portion 

of the evidence cannot be taken into consideration. 

27. In the present case the plaintiff has pleaded 

that he does not have any other source of income 

other than the house rent and that his son is now 
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34 years old and unemployed and he wishes to start 

a business of his own in the tenanted premises. The 

plaintiff has also pleaded that the passage to his 

residence which is situated behind the tenanted 

premises in very narrow and as such causes great 

inconveniences to him and his family. This fact has 

also been admitted by the defendant’s witnesses 

that the passage is a narrow one.  

28. The defendant has pleaded that there is another 

tenanted room in the same premises which was let 

out recently and as such the plea of the plaintiff 

that he requires the suit premises bonafide is 

nullified.  In this regard we may consider the 

decision of the apex court  in the case of 

Ragavendra Kumar –vs- Firm Prem Machinery & CO. 

(2000) 1 SCC 679  it was observed by the Apex Court 

that “ the landlord is the best judge of his 

requirement for residential or business purpose and 

he has got complete freedom in that matter. 

29. From the above discussion I am of the 

considered opinion that the plaintiff requires the 

tenanted premises bonafide for the purpose of the 

employment of his unemployed son and also for the 

renovation of the narrow passage way to his 

residence. Hence this issue is decided in the 

affirmative and in favour of the plaintiff. 

 

    DECISION ON ISSUE NO 6 AND 7: 

30. For the sake of convenience these two issues 

are decided together. 

31. From the discussions made in the above issues 

No. 4 ad 5 I am of the considered opinion that the 

defendant has defaulted in the payment of the rent 
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and hence the defendant is liable to be evicted 

from the suit premises. 

32. The plaintiff requires the tenanted premises 

bonafide for the purpose of the employment of his 

unemployed son and also for the renovation of the 

narrow passage way to his residence. Therefore in 

my opinion the plaintiff is entitled to the decree 

as prayed for.  The plaintiff is also entitled to 

get the arrear rent from the month of April 2011 

till the disposal of this suit. The advance money 

amounting to Rs. 25,000/- which was paid by the 

defendant as security money shall be adjusted in 

the payment of the arrear rent. The defendant is 

liable to be evicted from the tenanted premises and 

is hereby directed to hand over the vacant 

possession of the tenanted premises to the landlord 

within a period of three months. 

 

Order    

The suit is decreed on contest with cost. The plaintiff 

is entitled to get the vacant possession of the suit 

room and is also entitled to arrear house rent from May 

2011 till eviction. The advance amount of Rs. 25,000/- 

shall be adjusted in the payment of the arrear rent. 

Prepare decree accordingly within 15 days. 

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 

21st day of February 2014. 

 

      Syeda Farida Afzal Zinnat 

      Munsiff, Bongaigaon. 

 

 

APPENDIX 
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Witness for the plaintiff:-  

1. PW1: Jayram Sah 

2.  PW2: Haren Ch. Das 

3. PW3: Kameswar Prasad Saha 

 

Witness for the defendant: -   

1. DW1: Babul Malo 

2. DW2: Himmat Boro 

 

 

 

     Exhibits: 

Plaintiff’s exhibit:  

1. Exhibit 1: Deed of Agreement dated 1/9/2008 

2. Exhibit 1(1), (2): Signature of plaintiff 

3. Exhibit 1(3), (4) Signature of defendant 

4. Exhibit 1 (5): Signature of Haren Chandra Das 

5.  Exhibit 2: Advocate’s Notice 

6.  Exhibit 2 (1), (2): Signature of advocate 

7. Exhibit 2(3): Postal receipt 

8.  Exhibit 3: AD Card 

9.  Exhibit 3 (1): Signature of defendant 

10. Exhibit 4: Copy of family settlement 

11.  Exhibit 4 (1) to 4 (5): Signatures of parties. 

Defendant’s Exhibit: 

Exhibit A: Deed of agreement dated 13/8/2011 

Exhibit A (1) to A (4): Signatures of plaintiff and 

defendant 

Exhibit B : Register oh house rent maintained by the 

defendant 
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Exhibit C to C (27): Misc NJ Cases from March, 2010 to 

July, 2012 

Ext D to D (13): House rent payment receipt issued by 

the plaintiff up to February, 2010 

Exhibit E to E (13):  documents relating to electric 

connection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


